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HERE is a continued list to post regarding answers to questions that may or may not become addendum items.
13. Owner Request: Building automation System, BAS for HVAC systems
Answer:
Added by addendum #1 BAS by ECSI in Peoria the technical vendor that is
used by the district, only for new equipment.
14. Question

Where are doors A4 and A5?
Answer:
There is no A4 or A5 these were switch to 30 and 31 in the design
detailing.

15. Question
On sheet S6.0 the HSS columns called out as C‐20, west gym, G‐5, G‐4, G‐3, G‐2 G‐1 and
East frame call out the thickness for the HSS column as 3/16”. On sheets S‐2.0, S‐4.0 & S‐5.0 these
columns are called out as ¼” thickness.
Answer:
These columns may be 3/16ths”.
16. Question
Addendum number one above the addendum items has a bid time and date as a
reminder but it shows a different time, has the time bids are due changed?
Answer:
Clarification
Addendum #1 had misinformation on time bids are due,
they are due at 2:00 pm and unless changed in a specific addendum item, requirements
of the bid do not change. We apologize for this oversight and will clarify in an addendum
item to be sure.
17. Question

Flooring Dyna‐Force flooring and action floor systems
Answer:
Both have equivalent systems, but must verify their subsystem is suitable
for 16 row bleacher system.

18. Question

Fire shutter, who supplies jamb trim door supplier or kitchen supplier.
Answer:
We do not care who supplies it
Rated counter doors are for up to 12” walls drawings note walls may be 13”
Answer:
We cannot do anything about the wall thickness of an existing wall, fit it,
certify it is fire rated construction but not label due to masonry wall being too thick.
Some manufacturers do not have a face mounted fire rated fire shutter.
Answer:
You may use jamb mount, increase opening head to accommodate the
internally mounted hood assembly

